Partners for Heavy Engineering Industry

Dear Customers, Business Partners and Well wishers

Grind Master is known for delivering custom built solutions with expertise and domain knowledge in metal finishing, deburring, microfinishing and automation and a proven track record to design and build high quality special purpose solutions. Engineering capabilities and Passion for Machining Building make Grind Master and ideal partner for Heavy Engineering industries, where customized special solutions are required for meeting manufacturing challenges.

Over the years Grind Master has developed a wide range of machines for Heavy Engineering sector.

These vary in scope from Microfinishing/Polishing of Heavy Diesel Engine Components like Crankshafts, Camshafts and Connecting Rods to Various Hydraulic Cylinder and Piston related components. Robotic Automation is applied to problems in Marine Propeller and Heavy Iron Castings/Forgings for Machining and Fettling/Grinding respectively. With a knowhow in processing Advanced metals such as Titanium, Zircalloy and Nickel based alloys, Grind Master brings a total solution in heavy Engineering industry.

Grind Master looks forward to taking on engineering challenges for MAKE IN INDIA and extends support in R&D, Process Development and Finishing Services towards the Heavy Engineering Sector. This month I am also proud to announce our initiative in Solid Waste Management - including a Cleanup drive at the Pandharpur Yatra, in cooperation with CRT Aurangabad.

Looking forward to your continual support, suggestions, advice and assuring the best of our products and services.

Best Regards
Mr. Sameer Kelkar
CEO - Grind Master

Also Refer:
• Pandharpur Yatra - Page#2
Clean “Yatra”

Pandharpur SWM Initiative

The Pandharpur Yatra is a holy pilgrimage attended by lakhs of people (known as Varkaris) from Aurangabad District and beyond. This year, an estimated 3 lakh pilgrims partook in this pilgrimage to the Pandharpur Temple. During the period of the yatra, which lasts 8 - 12 hours, social workers and religious groups set up stalls to provide free water and food to the varkaris, to encourage them on their journey. All food and drinks are served in disposable plastic/paper/foil containers. Organic waste such as banana peels and food waste, as well as recyclable waste such as plastic cups, pouches, paper plates, etc are seen littered on the streets for weeks after the yatra is over.

Grind Master, in cooperation with Team CRT^ took up the mission to ensure that waste generated during the yatra on July 15th 2016, does not litter the road, thus saving the ground from being polluted. As well as, to collect organic waste for composting, and recyclable waste to be given to waste-pickers for recycling. With an aim to encourage pilgrims as well as stall owners to exercise caution while using disposable containers, and providing effective collection systems.

Effects

• Over 400 volunteers from Colleges, Ngo’s & residents coming together for a cause.
• Awareness amongst 3 lakh pilgrims reached
• Participation from Stall Owners
• 70% of waste was stopped from being littered on roads.
• Total waste collected was 550 kgs, 350 kgs wet which went for composting and 200 kgs was given for dry waste - pickers for further process.

"My city my responsibility"

The team is keen on taking up further activities including Nirmalya Daan during Ganesh Festival later in the monsoon season.
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